SUSTAINABLE

Green Premium™
Sustainable performance, by design
The Green Premium™ label is Schneider Electric’s answer to help you reduce your energy and carbon footprints, optimize the total cost of ownership of your assets through IoT solutions and circular services, and better protect people from chemical substance risks.

...a driver of sustainable business performance.
The **Green Premium™ label** was created to provide Schneider Electric customers with healthier products and to be transparent with environmental and regulatory information.

Today, more than 75% of Schneider’s product sales come from Green Premium offers that provide **superior transparency and environmental stewardship**.
That’s good.
But we can do better.
Now, Schneider Electric is taking the Green Premium™ label further than ever before

**Full portfolio scope**
To meet customer demands, we are expanding Green Premium to encompass our full portfolio.

**Enabling green ambitions**
Supporting the sustainability efforts of our customers, helping them to achieve sustainable performance.

**Ahead of regulations**
Environmental requirements are getting stricter every year, but Green Premium is staying ahead of the game.

**Tailored to segments**
Each sector has unique needs and Green Premium will now accommodate them.
What is a Green Premium™ offer?

Schneider Electric products receive the Green Premium label by meeting a number of pre-defined conditions.

**Compliance and superior transparency**
Reliable information on regulated substances present in products, their environmental impact, and circular instructions.

**Superior business value (Well-being performance, Resource performance, Circular performance)**
Tailored value propositions which provide differentiation for our products.

**Differentiation with claims and external labels**
Validation by leading third-party labels increases the credibility of our products’ environmental profiles to our customers.
Compliance and transparency

Compliance with the most ambitious standards globally:
REACCh, RoHS, RoHS China, WEEE, California Prop 65

... and complete environmental disclosure with ~300 EPDs (Environmental Product Declarations) published on the PEP ecopassport database.
All environmental information at your fingertips

Check a Product  mySchneider app  Online catalog
The foundation of **sustainable performance**

**Resource performance**
Green Premium offers improved resource-efficiency throughout an asset’s life cycle. This includes the efficient use of energy along with the minimization of CO₂ emissions, water, air, and other natural resources. We perform Life Cycle Assessments and provide comprehensive and verified environmental footprint information of our offers, available digitally.

**Circular performance**
We’re helping our customers optimize the total cost of ownership of their assets. For this, we provide IoT-enabled offers, as well as upgrade, repair, retrofit and remanufacture services. Green Premium offers also come with digitally available ‘Circularity profiles’, providing information on the product circularity, end-of-life instructions, and take-back services.

**Well-being performance**
We’re helping our customers to best protect their people from environmental risks they face. Green Premium offers are RoHS and REACH compliant. We’re going beyond regulatory requirements with step-by-step substitution of certain materials and substances in our products. Compliance certificates are digitally available.
Altogether delivering differentiation for your customers

... a step closer to LEED Platinum certification

... a way to help you achieve Living Building Challenge certification
That’s Green Premium™: a driver of sustainable business performance for our customers and partners.